Iskn Slate Drawing Tablet

Paper, but digital.

“Give digital life to your paper creations” -- that's what Slate sets out to do and we think they hit the mark. Slate is a drawing pad with paper and a pencil, except for one thing: your drawings become digital images, alive, on the screen. Create a time-lapse video for a different view of your drawing process. Use all the tracing paper and pencils you want -- we know it's a work in progress. Learn other skills and software along the way, like Adobe and Slate's own app, Imagink. Perfect for any level of user.

Specifications:

- 13.0 x 9.2 in. responsive tablet space
- Exports in many formats: .jpeg, .png, .bmp, .psd, .svg
- Compatible with other devices: Ipad, IPhone

Accessories:

Available, Included, & Necessary

- Clips to hold your drawing
- Use with Adobe Creative Suite, GIMP, and Slate's own Imagink!
- Tracing paper, pencils provided

Get started:

- Simply plug in Slate to either PC.
- Clip on a piece of tracing paper from the storage cabinet.
- Can be used with Adobe Photoshop, GIMP, or Imagink. GIMP is open-source and can be downloaded on any PC!
- Draw!

Learn from the professionals!

Watch video tutorials from the pros to learn the basics, get project ideas, and more!

Visit: www.evld.org
Click on “Databases” Look for Lynda!

Scan the code for Lynda!